Year 1 History Toys: Then and Now Concept: Change
National Curriculum Focus: Changes within living memory;
significant historical events, people and places in their own locality

Builds on knowledge & skills: Y1 Science (Everyday Materials);
Y1 PSHE (Being Me in my World).

What should I know already?

Recommended Reads






That we can use different materials that we make or find in the
world to make new things to help us in our lives;
That we can use things from the past (sources) to help us look at
what has changed over time;
That the toys and games we have to play with might be different to
the ones other children have in different parts of the world;
That the toys and games we play with today have changed since
our parents and grandparents were our age.

Key vocabulary
Ancient

Something that isn’t around anymore because it is
thousands of years old, like Ancient Greece.

Mechanical

Something that has moving pieces. Popular toys with
mechanical parts are Rubik’s cubes and clockwork toys.

Create

To make something for the first time. Some toys
we still play with were created in ancient times.

Model

A copy of a much bigger object. For example, model railways
are copies of real trains and stations that children play with.

Construction

To build something out of lots of different pieces.
Meccano and Lego are popular construction toys.

Physical

To move around and exercise your body. Physical toys are
often used outside, such as hoops, skipping ropes and balls.

Edwardian

The time in the United Kingdom between 1901
and the start of World War I in 1914.

Popular

Something that is liked by lots of different people. The more
popular toys are, the more of them get made and sold.

Jigsaw

A puzzle that makes a picture when all of its
different shaped pieces are joined together.

Victorian

The time in the United Kingdom between 1837 and 1901
when Queen Victoria was in charge of the country.

Material

What something is made from. Toys use materials
like stone, terracotta (clay), wood, and plastic.

Yo-yo

A spinning toy that moves two wooden or plastic discs up
and down on a piece of string.

Key knowledge – Do I have the best toys ever made to play with?
What is the difference
between a toy and a
game?






What were ancient toys
like?






Was
a
toy
just
something for children
to play with?





The easiest way to think about a toy is that it’s something to play with. However, there are some important
differences between toys and other things that you might like to play with at home or with your friends.
A toy is something that you can use to make up your own way to play – there are no rules to what you can do!
For example, a puzzle is a type of toy because you are trying to get to the end of a challenge in any way you can.
Games are a little bit different to toys, because you have to follow rules to play with them properly. Good
examples of games are sports like football, or board games like Scrabble or Monopoly.
There are lots of different types of toys, such as dolls, construction sets and skipping ropes. Some of them have
been around for so long that what they are made out of now may be different to what it was in the past.
Ancient toys were made out of simple materials, like wood and terracotta. In fact, one of the ways we know
that children used to play with yo-yos thousands of years ago is because of the pictures on terracotta pots!
The earliest toy we know about is a stone doll, which was probably Roman and is nearly six thousand years old!
We also know that children from Ancient Greece and Ancient Egypt had dolls and moving toys to play with.
We know a lot about toys from Ancient Greece because some of the things that they made are still around
today. For example, the world’s oldest mechanical puzzle was played with for the first time in around 300BC.
However, toys were only meant to be played with by children in ancient times. When girls in Ancient Greece
were about to get married, they used to burn their toys to show everybody that they weren’t children anymore.
For thousands of years, physical toys have helped people to exercise – you may still use some of them in school
today, like hoops and balls! Victorian children even used rocking horses to help them learn how to ride.
th
In the 18 century, toys started to be created that could be used to help children with their learning. The first
jigsaws used maps to help children with geography, and there were also new toys like books and playing cards.
The Bible was very important to the Victorians, so lots of toys were made about stories in the Bible to help
children remember and understand them, like wooden models of Noah’s Ark.

What were Victorian
toys like?






How did toys change in
the 20th century?








Are toys still popular
today?





Children from rich families had toys to play with that were created from different materials than children from
poor families. For example, rag dolls were cheaper to buy or easier to make than dolls made of porcelain.
There was also a difference between toys for boys and toys for girls. Girls would often play with small dolls and
dolls’ houses, whilst marbles, tin soldiers and wooden toy trains were popular toys for boys to play with.
More complicated mechanical toys were created in Victorian times. Kaleidoscopes were popular toys that made
different shapes using mirrors and coloured glass and zoetropes made pictures look like they were moving.
th
At the end of the 19 century, toys for construction were becoming popular and easier to buy. The best example
of this is plasticine, which was created in 1897 and could be used to make models of any shape or size.
The teddy bear was one of the first new toys for Edwardian children and was made in the United States of
America and Germany. The name ‘Teddy’ came from the nickname of American president Theodore Roosevelt.
Frank Hornby was a toymaker who made models, construction sets and popular mechanical toys like Meccano,
th
model railways and toy cars. However, as the 20 century went on, mechanical toys such as clockwork (or windup) toys stopped being as popular because batteries were used to make toys move instead.
th
Some 20 century toys were actually accidents! Frisbees were created by two people throwing a popcorn can lid
to each other, and the Slinky was created by somebody making equipment for soldiers during World War II.
After World War II, plastic became a cheap material to make lots of the same thing with quickly, like toys. Some
of the most popular plastic toys from this time were Lego blocks, Barbie dolls and the Rubik’s’ Cube puzzle.
Children were able to get free collectible toys when they went shopping with their families. McDonald’s has
been giving away toys with their Happy Meals since 1979, and you also used to get toys in cereal boxes.
Toys are still popular, but there are lots of other things to play with now that weren’t around when some adults
were children. Games consoles like PlayStation and Nintendo have become just as popular as toys, but at the
same time board games like Scrabble and Monopoly have become popular again. There’s so much choice!
Older toys have had to change so that children today still want to play with them. Lego has been really good at
this because you can still play with Lego, but you can also watch Lego movies in the cinema or play Lego video
games! Lego also makes construction sets of people and objects from popular films, like Star Wars.

Concept: Change
These concepts should weave through all aspects of this topic.
For example:

 How are toys different to when your parents or grandparents were children? What about other people in
your family who are older than you? Compare and contrast.

 If you could create your own toy to play with, what would you make? Why?
 What is the best material to make a toy from? Why? Compare and contrast.
 What do you use to help you with your learning? How does it help you?
 Do you have a right to play? Why is it so important? Should all children be allowed to play in the same
way?
 How could we change older toys to make them more popular or better to play with? Compare and
contrast.

Year 2 History The Great Fire Concept: Consequences
National Curriculum Focus: Events beyond living memory that
are significant nationally or globally: the Great Fire of London.

Builds on knowledge & skills: Y1 Geography (The United Kingdom, Weather);
KS1 Science (Everyday Materials); Y1 Science (Seasonal Changes).

What should I know already?

Recommended Reads






That the United Kingdom is made up of four countries: England,
Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland;
That London is the capital city of England and the United Kingdom;
That the weather changes and looks different during each season
of the year;
That different materials can be compared and contrasted using
their physical properties.

Key vocabulary
Cathedral

The main church in a large area. St. Paul’s
Cathedral is the main church in the city of London.

Gunpowder

An explosive powder used to blow up buildings. The soldiers
at the Tower of London used gunpowder to make firebreaks.

Diary

A book that tells us about someone’s life. Samuel
Pepys used his diary to write about the Great Fire.

Jetties

Part of a building above the ground that sticks out. Many
London properties had jetties before the Great Fire.

Drought

A long time without rainfall. London’s drought had
gone on for 10 months before the Great Fire.

Property

Another name for a building. A property could be a house,
shop, church or important building like the Tower of London.

Extinguish

To put out a fire. It took 4 days to extinguish the
Great Fire with fire engines and other equipment.

Squirt

A pump that squirts out water like a fire extinguisher. Squirts
and leather buckets were used to fight the Great Fire.

Firebreak

A gap between buildings to stop a fire spreading.
Fire hooks were used to pull each building down.

Timber

Thick and flammable planks of wood used like the bones of a
building. Nearly every London building was made of timber.

Flammable

Something that burns easily. The drought had
made London’s buildings even more flammable.

Wattle and
daub

A flammable mixture of straw, mud and animal waste used
between the timber frames of buildings to make walls.

Key knowledge – Is London a safer place to live in today compared to London in 1666?
What was life like in
Great Britain in the
1660s?






How did the Great Fire
of London start?




Why did the Great Fire
cause so much damage?







There had been a lot of fighting in England about who should run the country, so there had been no king or
queen for over ten years (a decade). In 1660, King Charles II took charge and brought peace.
London was the capital city of England and still is today. Because of that, it was the largest city in the country and
very overcrowded. About 350,000 people lived there.
In 1665, there was a plague throughout England and many people died because of poor hygiene and
overcrowding. Just in London, one out of every four people died from the plague.
Just over thirty years before the Great Fire of London, there had been another devastating fire that some people
could still remember. Some of the worst damage was to properties on London Bridge.
Thomas Farrinor (sometimes spelt Farynor) was a baker who lived and worked in Pudding Lane. He used to
bake bread for the Royal Navy and even baked for King Charles II.
st
On the night of Saturday 1 September 1666, Farrinor went to bed without properly extinguishing the fire in his
nd
oven. Just after midnight on Sunday 2 September, the bakery caught fire. Nobody was awake to notice so the
fire started to spread, before it woke the people sleeping upstairs and they escaped out of the window.
For nearly a year before the fire started, there had been a drought in London. This had made everything very
dry, especially the wattle and daub, timbers and thatched straw rooves that the buildings were made from.
As the fire got worse, strong winds made the flames even bigger. As well as that, sparks and pieces of burning
material were blown around the city. When they landed on a property, they set it on fire as well.
Most of the buildings were made of flammable materials and were built too close together. Many properties
also had jetties, which made the streets even narrower and helped the fire to spread easily between them.
It took too long to get people ready to start fighting the fire properly. The Lord Mayor, Sir Thomas Bludworth,
didn’t think the fire was serious and wasted a lot of time, which meant that the fire quickly got out of control.
Because the streets were crowded and the fire was spreading quickly, people started to panic and tried to
escape with their belongings. However, the narrow gates in the city walls got blocked and made things worse.



How did the people of
London fight the Great
Fire?






What happened to
London and the people
that lived there after
the Great Fire?






How do we know so
much about the Great
Fire of London today?





Churches near to Pudding Lane rang their bells to tell people about the fire and they came to help extinguish it.
They used leather buckets, squirts and simple fire engines filled with water from the River Thames.
Using just water didn’t work, so firebreaks were made with fire hooks to make gaps that the fire couldn’t spread
along. The firebreak on London Bridge managed to save the properties on the other side from being burnt down.
King Charles put his brother the Duke of York and some of his advisers, called the Privy Council, in charge of
firefighting. They set up fire posts so that the volunteers and soldiers at each one worked in one area at a time.
Fire hooks couldn’t make big enough fire breaks to stop the fire completely, so soldiers at the Tower of London
tried using gunpowder. The explosion made a much bigger firebreak and stopped the flames spreading further.
Because so many properties had burnt down, people moved into tents in the fields around London. As the city
was so overcrowded before the fire, King Charles II asked as many people as possible to go and live elsewhere.
A special Fire Court was set up to decide who should pay to have each property rebuilt. If this hadn’t have
happened, it would have taken a lot longer to rebuild London and would have cost a lot more money.
When the city was rebuilt, most buildings were put in the same places as they were before. However, the streets
were made wider, no jetties were allowed and all buildings were made from bricks and stone instead of wood.
Because the fire had been so hot and caused so much damage, it killed all the rats and fleas that carried the
plague. There has never been another plague in London: the last one was in 1665, the year before the Great Fire.
Samuel Pepys wrote a lot of important information about the Great Fire in his diary. Pepys sailed down the River
Thames to look at the fire and was asked to go and tell King Charles II about everything he had seen. There were
also a lot of paintings made by artists who had seen the fire that we can still see today.
Some of the buildings in London are the same ones that were built after the Great Fire. Christopher Wren
designed and rebuilt most of the city, and the building he is most famous for today is St. Paul’s Cathedral.
The Monument is a memorial in London that reminds people of what happened to the city during the Great Fire.
It is 61 metres tall, which is the same as how far away it is built from where the fire started in Pudding Lane.
There are lots of museums that will tell you about the Great Fire and about England in the 1660s. There are also
some good online places to visit, such as the official websites of the Great Fire and The Monument.

Concept: Consequences
These concepts should weave through all aspects of this topic, allowing for the opportunity to compare and
contrast.
For example:








What sort of place do you live in? What is it made of? How many people do you live with?
What jobs do the people you live with have? Where do they do their jobs? What equipment do they use?
Where does the rest of your family live in the United Kingdom? Why do they live there?
How do we make sure we stay healthy? What happens if there is a serious illness in the world?
Who keeps you safe? How do they do this? What equipment do they use?
How do we tell people about what happens to us every day? How do we get in touch with people if we
need help?

 What important events do we remember today and how do we remember them? What would you like to
leave behind for people to remember you by?

Year 3 History Anglo-Saxons and Scots Concept: Consequences
National Curriculum Focus: Britain’s settlement by AngloSaxons and Scots.

Builds on knowledge & skills: Y1 History (Transport Then and Now); KS1
Geography (United Kingdom, Continents); Y3 History (The Romans in
Britain).

What should I know already?

Recommended Reads






That the United Kingdom is made up of four countries (England.
Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland) and is part of the continent of
Europe;
That the Roman Empire was in charge of Britain from 43AD to 410AD
and left many settlements and traditions behind when they left;
That the geography of Europe in the first millennium AD was constantly
changing because of invasions and people settling in different places.

Key vocabulary
Abandon

To stop looking after something or somewhere.
The Romans abandoned Britain in 410AD.

Raid

A surprise attack by fighters. Anglo-Saxon raiders settled in
Britain, and centuries later they were raided by the Vikings.

Agriculture

Farming that means either growing crops, looking
after animals, or both.

Settlement

A place where people build themselves somewhere to live.
The Anglo-Saxons built settlements all over Britain.

Anglo-Saxon
Chronicle

A book about the history of the Anglo-Saxons,
th
written in the late 9 century.

Tradition

A way of passing on beliefs and values through groups of
people over many years, such as religious celebrations.

Dyke

A long wall made of earth that’s used to defend
somewhere. Offa’s Dyke is on the Welsh border.

Tribes

A group of people or families that live and work together.
Each tribe has a chief or leader that rules them.

Heptarchy

The name used to describe all seven of the main
kingdoms in Anglo-Saxon Britain.

Uprising

To resist or fight against something. There were lots of
uprisings (or rebellions) in Anglo-Saxon times.

Natural
Resources

Materials that can be found in nature and used to
make or build things, like wood and water.

Withdraw

To leave somewhere or stop taking part in something. The
first Anglo-Saxon raid on Britain was forced to withdraw.

Key knowledge – How much did Anglo-Saxon life in Britain gain from the past and give to the future?
What happened to
Britain
after
the
Romans left?





Why did the AngloSaxons invade, and
settle in, Britain?





You will learn more
about this in Y5 –
Vikings in Britain.

What do we know
about
Anglo-Saxon
settlements from where
we live today?









By 410AD, the Roman Empire was getting weaker. Britain, called Britannia by the Romans, was abandoned
because of uprisings from the Britons, the Picts from Scotland and the Scots, who first came from Ireland. By
476AD, their empire had been conquered in Western Europe and made part of the Byzantine Empire in the east.
When the Romans withdrew from Britain, they gave others an opportunity to take charge, such as the British
tribes, the Picts and people from other countries. This was the beginning of what we call the Dark Ages.
The Anglo-Saxons were made up of three tribes from Europe – the Angles and Jutes were from Denmark and
the Saxons from Germany and Holland. They settled all over Britain and named each place after their tribe. For
example, the Angles settled in East Anglia and the Jutes, who called themselves ‘Kentings’, settled in Kent.
A raid on Britain by the Anglo-Saxons was stopped by the Romans in around 350AD, so they withdrew and
didn’t invade again for a century. There are two main reasons why they may have invaded in around 450AD…
The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle says that the British King Vortigern asked the Anglo-Saxons for help to stop raids by
the Picts and the Scots, but because they were stronger fighters, the Anglo-Saxons invaded themselves.
The Anglo-Saxons were mainly farmers and their land was always getting flooded. Britain had good farmland to
grow crops in, so another reason why the Anglo-Saxons might have invaded was for better agriculture.
The Heptarchy of Anglo-Saxon kingdoms was Northumbria, Mercia, East Anglia, Essex, Kent, Sussex and
Wessex. Today, some English counties still have the same names and are in roughly the same places.
A lot of towns and cities in England began in Anglo-Saxon times, and the names we use today come from then.
The suffix of a place name tells you what type of settlement it was: for example, the suffix –ton means ‘farm’
and the suffix –ham means ‘village’. Even England (‘Angle-land’) gets its name from Anglo-Saxon times!
Although the Anglo-Saxons liked to build their own villages, they also used some of the bigger walled
settlements that were abandoned by the Romans. The walls made them strong and easy to defend.
Because the Anglo-Saxons were mainly farmers and used the land to survive, their villages were built close to
natural resources like forests for wood and rivers for water.

How was an AngloSaxon
village
organised?







Why did Christianity
become
such
an
important
part
of
Anglo-Saxon life?
You will learn more
about this in Y3 – Priory
Ruins.






How did the AngloSaxons lose control of
Britain?



You will learn more
about this in Y5 –
Vikings in Britain.



Anglo-Saxon villages were built from wood and most jobs were to do with agriculture. Each village grew crops
and looked after animals, which they used for food, clothes and weapons. A wooden fence went around the
village to protect the animals. West Stow in Suffolk has an Anglo-Saxon village that we can visit to see this.
Everybody had a job in an Anglo-Saxon village. Children were treated as adults from the age of ten and had to do
the same jobs as men and women. Usually, men would practise fighting, farm the land and hunt for food, while
women looked after the home. The chief of the tribe had the biggest house in the village.
The Anglo-Saxons were also very good craftsmen. They used lots of natural resources to make things out of
glass, metal and pottery, which they could trade with other tribes and countries. The Sutton Hoo collection in
the British Museum has some of these items in it such as weapons, metal helmets and musical instruments.
Although Christianity had come to Britain during Roman times, most Britons believed in lots of different gods.
The Anglo-Saxons also had lots of different gods that they worshipped for different parts of their lives.
In 597AD, the Pope sent the monk Augustine to Britain to convert the Anglo-Saxons into Christians. He
persuaded the king of Kent, Ethelbert, to convert and slowly the rest of the country did the same thing.
Over time, the Anglo-Saxons replaced their temples with churches and even made some of them out of stone to
show how important they were. Some of the churches still used in Britain today were built by the Anglo-Saxons
The Anglo-Saxons took some of their own beliefs and mixed them with Christian ones so that they didn’t
abandon all of their views completely. Christmas and Easter, for example, were important to the Anglo-Saxons
before they became Christians and the traditions we have now are based on both sets of beliefs.
Like when the Romans were in Britain, there were lots of uprisings between the different kingdoms in the
th
Heptarchy, as well as from Wales, Cornwall and Scotland. Offa, one of the kings of Mercia in the 8 century,
became very powerful and ruled over most of England for a while. He built Offa’s Dyke to stop invasions from
Wales in the same way that the Romans built Hadrian’s Wall.
th
Viking tribes began to raid the north of England towards the end of the 8 century, and one of their first raids
was on the monastery at Lindisfarne. The Vikings came from some of the same places in Europe as the AngloSaxons and some of the reasons why they came to Britain were also similar.

Concept: Consequences
These concepts should weave through all aspects of this topic.
For example:

 What goods are traded within and between countries in the twenty-first century? How are these goods
transported? Compare and contrast.

 What are the reasons for modern day immigration? Why might people from one country choose to settle
in another? Compare and contrast.

 How is peace maintained? What laws, treaties and organisations do we have today that safeguard our
human rights, such as religious freedom?

 How are wars fought today? Why are they fought? Compare and contrast.
 What legacy would you like to leave behind at the end of your life? How would you want to be
remembered?

Year 4 History Victorian Dudley Concept: Change
National Curriculum Focus: A study of an aspect or theme in British
history that extends pupils’ chronological knowledge beyond 1066.

Builds on knowledge & skills: KS1 History (Schools Then and Now, Transport
Then and Now); Y3 History (Priory Ruins); Y3 Geography (UK Physical and
Human Features).

What should I know already?

Recommended Reads





That the United Kingdom’s physical and human geographical
features, in particular its land usage, have changed over time;
That the role children have in society, in particular how they are
educated, has changed over time;
That the way people and goods are transported in the United
Kingdom has changed on a regional and national level over
time.

Key vocabulary
Black Country

The industrial heart of the West Midlands that
became known as the ‘Workshop of the World’.

Industrial
Revolution

A time of rapid change between 1750 and 1900, when
factories began to expand and use machinery to make goods.

Canal

A manmade waterway used to transport goods.
Black Country people call the canal ‘the cut’.

Manufacture

To make something on a large scale using machinery, such as
the chains and anchors made in Victorian Dudley.

Colliery

The correct name for a coal mine. Collieries could
mine coal from above or under the ground.

Reform

To change something in order to improve it. Victorian Dudley
saw many reforms in education and working practices.

Cottage
industry

A business that makes items on a small scale from
home, such as nails in Victorian Dudley.

Seam

An underground layer of minerals that can be mined for
other uses. The Black Country is located on a thick coal seam.

Forge

A place where metal is heated and shaped by a
skilled worker, known as a blacksmith.

Smelting

The process of removing pure metal from raw materials that
are mined, such as creating iron from iron ore.

Foundry

A workshop or factory where metal is heated and
placed in casts to make new shapes.

Workhouse

A place where people who couldn’t afford to look after
themselves worked in return for food and accommodation.

Key knowledge – How did Victorian life make Dudley the ‘capital of the Black Country’?
Where is the Black
Country and why is it
called that?






How many industries
were based in the Black
Country in the Victorian
era?



How was Victorian
Dudley connected to
the rest of the country?








The area was given its name in the 1840s, towards the start of the reign of Queen Victoria, and there are many
possible reasons why it became known as the ‘Black Country’.
One key reason is the amount of pollution created by coal mining. Once mined, coal was used to power the steel
mills and iron foundries in the area, which created thick clouds of smoke and turned the buildings black.
Another reason is the 30ft coal seam that runs throughout the area, which is thought to be the thickest layer of
coal in Britain. Because the coal is so close to the surface, Black Country soil is often black.
There are no set boundaries to the Black Country. Today, the government says that most of the boroughs of
Dudley, Sandwell, Walsall and Wolverhampton make up the area. As well as the town itself, the borough of
Dudley includes the towns of Sedgley, Coseley, Brierley Hill, Kingswinford, Stourbridge and Halesowen.
There were a lot of collieries mining the thick seam of coal in the Black Country. Other raw materials, such as
iron and limestone, were also mined to be used in different industries or for power.
Metalwork was the other main industry in the Black Country from the beginning of the Industrial Revolution.
Iron and steel were made by smelting and then used to create chains and nails, as well as anchors for ships.
Glass was also manufactured in the Black Country. Its popularity meant that it was even put on display at the
Great Exhibition in 1851 in London for people from around the world to come and look at.
Canals were the equivalent of the motorways of the Industrial Revolution and were used to transport goods
th
using barges. The Dudley Tunnel, one of the busiest tunnels in the Black Country, was opened in the 18
century and transported limestone from Dudley to Netherton before connecting to other parts of the country.
Railways were another significant part of transporting goods and passengers around the country in Victorian
times. The line through Dudley, which opened in 1850, transported coal from the collieries to other parts of the
Black Country, which then connected to other railways in the West Midlands.



What was life like for
the people who worked
in the Black Country
industries?







What sort of education
did children in Victorian
Dudley have?





How can we learn
about Victorian Dudley
today?



Most of the Black Country industries took place in factories, foundries, mines and mills. However, it was easier
for some industries, in particular nail making, to take place on a smaller scale as a cottage industry.
Because women and children were cheaper to employ than men, many industries did this to keep their costs
down. However, reforms throughout the Victorian era, such as the Miners Act in 1842, made this more difficult.
Health and safety was very poor and many people were injured or even killed. Loud noises caused hearing loss,
smoke and dust led to lung diseases and children often had to crawl inside broken machinery to try and mend it.
Working hours were long, between 12 and 14 hours per shift, and could be even longer at busy times. Reforms
were again passed to improve this during Victorian times, such as the Factory Act in 1844.
Some of the poorest people lived in workhouses and completed simple jobs like chopping firewood.
Traditionally, most children in Victorian Dudley would have been working from an early age, making school
impossible. Additionally, children had to pay to go to school, which meant poor families could not afford it.
From 1870, schools were opened across the country for children between the ages of 6 and 10. For poorer
families, ragged schools were opened to allow children a basic education in reading, writing and arithmetic.
The Education Act of 1880 made it compulsory for children between the ages of 5 and 10 to go to school. Later
reforms in 1891 meant that this schooling became free and was extended to children aged up to 13 years old.
The Black Country Living Museum was opened to the public in 1978. It is an open-air museum that shows
visitors what life was like for people who lived and worked in the Black Country from Victorian times up until the
1930s. Most of the shops and houses are moved from their original locations and accurately rebuilt on site.
The Dudley Canal & Tunnel Trust looks after all of the canals and underground waterways, including the Dudley
Tunnel, since the 1950s. Visitors can tour the canal network and learn about its importance during the Industrial
Revolution. Some of the abandoned parts of the network are now being restored and reopened.

Concept: Change
These concepts should weave through all aspects of this topic, allowing for the opportunity to compare and
contrast.
For example:
 How is pollution and climate change affecting our planet? What impact could it have on the Britain that
you live in?
 What goods are traded within and between countries in the twenty-first century? How are these goods
transported? Are the same methods used for people?




What rights should children have about how they live? Where does education fit into those rights?
What sort of an education should be available to you as a child in twenty-first century Britain?
What changes have there been in technology and industry in your lifetime? How are they different
compared to your parents or grandparents? What do you think will change for the next generation?

Year 5 History Vikings in Britain Concept: Democracy
National Curriculum Focus: The Viking and Anglo-Saxon struggle
for the Kingdom of England to the time of Edward the Confessor.

Builds on knowledge & skills: KS1 History (Transport: Then and Now); Y3
Geography (Europe: Invaders and Settlers, UK Physical and Human Features); Y3
History (Anglo Saxons and Scots).

What should I know already?

Recommended Reads




How countries are ruled and what the word ‘democracy’
means;
Knowledge of early civilisations: Anglo Saxons and the
impact they had on modern Britain.

Key vocabulary
Confessor

Short form of Confessor of the Faith: a title given
by the Christian church to a type of saint.

Norman
Conquest

William the Conqueror’s successful invasion of England by
defeating King Harold at the Battle of Hastings in 1066.

Danegeld

The ransom money paid to the Vikings by English
rulers to prevent raids into their kingdom.

Norsemen

The name given to people living in Scandinavia at the time of
the Vikings, meaning ‘men of the North’.

Danelaw

The North and Eastern areas of England given to
the Vikings and ruled by them from 886.

Paganism

A belief in many gods – people who practise paganism are
called pagans.

Dispute

An argument or disagreement between two or
more people, groups or countries.

Plunder

To take valuables and possessions during a raid, often
causing damage at the same time.

Jorvik

The Viking name for York (North East England) and
the most important city in the Danelaw.

Thing

Regular meetings between free Viking men where the law
was made and disputes were settled.

Longboat

A medieval ship used by the Vikings with a long,
narrow, open hull, one square sail and many oars.

Treaty

An agreement made between two or more people, groups or
countries.

Key knowledge – What role did the Vikings play in helping to establish the Kingdom of England?
What
caused
the
Vikings to invade and
settle in England?






How did Alfred the
Great ensure peace
between the Saxons
and Vikings?



What
were
the
advantages
and
disadvantages of the
Danelaw?



How did Danegeld
change the balance of
power in England?










Much like the Anglo-Saxons before them, the Vikings travelled to England from mainland Europe to find more
fertile land for agriculture than in their native lands.
The Vikings travelled across the North Sea from Denmark, Sweden and Norway in longboats. As well as the need
for land, they also came to Britain to raid it for its natural resources, such as precious metals, and to trade their
own goods, such as jewellery and sculptures.
The first Viking invasion was at Lindisfarne in 793, where they plundered the monastery and began to gain a
reputation as a bloodthirsty warrior race. Their ability to overpower all opposition meant they were able to
conquer most of England with very little resistance.
By 866, the Vikings had established a kingdom for themselves in the city of Jorvik. Further raids meant that
nearly all the existing kingdoms of England fell to them over the next decade.
Alfred the Great ruled over the kingdom of Wessex and was able to repel the Vikings in 878, although he was
not powerful enough to expel them from England.
In 886, he established a peace treaty to give the Vikings land in the north of England whilst he retained control
in the south. The Viking lands became known as the Danelaw.
The Danelaw reduced fighting between the two sides and prevented the whole of England becoming overrun by
Viking invaders. However, the new borders meant that Britons were forced to live under Viking control, and by
appeasing them, people believed that Alfred was accepting defeat by allowing them to stay.
It was an uneasy arrangement and eventually fighting resumed. Alfred’s grandson King Aethelstan tried to unite
England against the Vikings, but was unable to prevent continuous Viking raids south.
In 991, King Aethelred (‘the Unready’) began to pay a ransom, known as Danegeld, to stop Viking raids on
England.
Over time, the amount of Danegeld needed to stop the raids increased, until King Aethelred was forced to flee
to Normandy in 1013, and the Vikings took full control of England.

How
did
religion
influence
England
during the time of the
Vikings?






Why was Edward the
Confessor’s death such
a defining moment in
British history?



How has the time of
the Vikings impacted
on our democracy and
legal systems today?








During the time of the Anglo-Saxons, Christianity had become more and more popular, replacing paganism as
the main religious belief in England. When the Vikings raided Lindisfarne in 793, it was considered an atrocity
because the monastery was a religious, and therefore sacred, place.
When Alfred the Great defeated the Vikings in 878, the Viking leader Guthrum was forced to renounce his Norse
beliefs and convert to Christianity – Alfred even baptised him and became his godfather.
Edward, one of the last Anglo-Saxon kings, was known as Edward the Confessor – this was a title bestowed upon
him by the church that demonstrated his importance and the importance of Christianity in England.
Edward the Confessor did not have any heirs, which led to a power struggle when he died. Eventually, Harold
Godwinson became king, but the Viking raids continued and there was also a threat of invasion from Normandy.
Harold struggled to unite England against these simultaneous invasion forces.
Harold led his army against the Viking Harald Hardrada at the Battle of Stamford Bridge. Although he won, he
then had to travel south quickly to repel William of Normandy, who had invaded at the same time. The two
armies fought at the Battle of Hastings, where Harold was killed and the Norman Conquest was completed.
William of Normandy became William the Conqueror and William I of England. The Bayeux Tapestry tells the
story of the events leading up to the Norman Conquest, including the Battle of Hastings.
Danegeld is one of the earliest recorded forms of tax in Britain: in order to both pay the Vikings and raise money
for defensive forces, taxes were taken by the English kings. The English Runestones in Sweden tell us that
th
Danegeld was successfully collected into the 11 century.
The policy of appeasement, where concessions are made to prevent fighting, was used to try and prevent World
War II. This idea draws upon some of the principles of the Danelaw and Danegeld.
The Thing was a meeting between all free Viking men where law was made and disputes heard. The
independent, local community Thing could be followed by a higher level Thing, before progressing to a national
Thing. Each thing met at a specific time and every man was able to have a say. Typical punishments included
fines or being outlawed from Viking society.

Concept: Democracy – Rule of law, active political processes and human rights – “The
Thing” in Viking times.
These concepts should weave through all aspects of this topic.
For example:
 How does democracy work in modern day Britain? How does this link to British values? Are there
countries in the world that do not have a democracy? What does that look like? Compare and contrast.
 What are the reasons for modern day immigration? Why might people from one country choose to
settle in another? Compare and contrast.
 What goods are traded within and between countries in the twenty-first century? How are these goods
transported? Compare and contrast.
 How is peace maintained? What laws, treaties and organisations do we have today that safeguard our
human rights, such as religious freedom and freedom of speech?

Year 6 History The Mayans Concept: Power
National Curriculum Focus: A non-European society that provides
contrasts with British history – Mayan civilization c AD900.

Builds on knowledge & skills: Y3 History (The Romans in Britain); Y4 Geography
(The Americas); Y5 Geography (World Atlas and Globes); Y6 History (Ancient
Egypt).

What should I know already?

Recommended Reads





That the area known as the ‘Americas’ is made up of the
continents of North and South America;
That ancient and prehistoric civilisations from around the world
had similar cultures that still influence the world today;
That archaeological evidence provides an insight into the past
and allows us greater understanding of historical people and
places.

Key vocabulary
Astronomy

The part of science that focuses on space. The
Mayans built observatories to study the stars.

Mesoamerican

The area on the continent of North America that is made up
of what is known as Mexico and Central America today.

Aztecs

A Mesoamerican civilisation that existed in the
second millennium AD.

Millennium

A period of a thousand years. The Mayan civilisation began
several millennia ago in the time ‘Before Christ’ (BC).

Codices

Ancient writing collected in the form of a book.
The word codices is the plural of the noun codex.

Nobility

Somebody of high importance in a civilisation. The Mayan
nobility helped the king of each city state to rule effectively.

Commoners

One of the ordinary citizens in Mayan civilisation.
Commoners lived under a ruler in each city state.

Overfarming

To farm the land too much. The overfarming of crops is one
possible reason why Mayan civilisation collapsed.

Conquistador

A group of Spanish people, led by Hernan Cortes,
who conquered the Mayans and Aztecs in 1519.

Sacrifice

To offer gifts of food, or even lives, to please the gods and
gain favour. Mayan sacrifices were animal and human.

Culture

The ideas, customs and behaviour of a civilisation.
Mayan culture used ideas from many sources.

Urbanisation

To make an area more manmade by building on it. Each city
state grew by taking over the land and settlements around it.

Key knowledge – What made the Mayans a unique American civilisation?
What are the origins of
Mayan civilisation?





How were Mayan city
states structured?




How did a city state
support itself as it
expanded?





What were the key
beliefs
of
classical
Mayan civilisation?






rd

The Mayans lived from around the 3 millennium BC and became one of the largest and most developed
Mesoamerican civilisations in the world.
The main period of Mayan civilisation was known as the ‘classical’ period. It lasted for approximately seven
centuries between 200AD and 900AD.
Most of Central America and the south-eastern part of Mexico were covered by the Mayan civilisation. Other
modern day countries that they occupied include Guatemala, Belize, Honduras and El Salvador.
The first Mayan cities began to be built early in the civilisation’s history, almost a millennium before the
beginning of the classical Mayan period.
City states started to develop in around 100BC. At the height of the classical period there were around 40 city
states, ranging from 5,000 to 50,000 in population. Most states had commoners, the nobility and a king to rule.
Each Mayan city state was surrounded by several rural settlements, which supported their larger neighbour
through their heavy use of farming and other agriculture.
Early in the classical period, urbanisation meant city states rapidly expanded as smaller states began to be
absorbed by larger ones. New technology has shown that up to 15 million people were affected by urbanisation.
From around 300AD, city states developed strong trade links with other states: the lowland states would mainly
trade crops, whilst highland states could trade mined natural resources such as ores and precious stones.
The Mayans were polytheists, whose gods represented different areas of their lives. They were shown in many
ways, including architecture and the names of calendar months. Mayans believed in offering their gods
sacrifices of both animals and humans.
The sky and the underworld were made up of many levels where a Mayan could go in the afterlife. For
example, dead soldiers, women who died in childbirth or human sacrifices went to ‘the place of misty sky’.
Like the Ancient Egyptians, the Mayans used pyramids as tombs for their rulers and nobility, but they also built
them as temples to their gods. Most Mayan pyramids were covered in plaster and painted red.

How advanced
Mayan culture?

was






Could the Mayans really
predict the future?






Why did the Mayan
civilisation collapse?





As each Mayan city state grew, it used ideas from the civilisation’s past and the culture of the neighbouring
Aztecs to help it expand. Some of its architecture included observatories, palaces and road systems.
Hieroglyphs were first used in approximately 250BC and decorated many buildings. This marked the beginning of
the Mayan writing system, which was unique to American civilisations.
The first Mesoamerican books, known as codices, were made by the Mayans out of paper bark. The Spanish
th
conquistadors destroyed most copies when they arrived in the 16 century AD, and only four remain today.
It is thought that the Mayans also invented the first team sport in the world, where a rubber ball had to be
moved through high stone hoops to score points. Ball courts were usually built in the grounds of temples
because the game was also a part of Mayan religion.
Mathematics and astronomy were very important in Mayan civilisation. By introducing a zero into their number
system, Mayans were able to do complicated calculations with greater accuracy than ever before.
The first recorded date in the Mayan calendar was in 3114BC. There were three separate calendars that worked
together and focused on religion, daily life and the future (known as a long-count calendar). Like the Romans,
some months were named after Mayan gods.
Because they were so interested in astronomy, the Mayans could predict different events accurately, such as
solar eclipses. The long-count calendar ran out in 2012, but thankfully it didn’t bring about the end of the world!
The Mayan classical period ended in approximately 900AD. Although historians have a number of possible
reasons, we don’t know for sure why the civilisation went into decline and so many city states were abandoned.
Some of the main reasons for the end of the classical period could have been: widespread drought which led to
famine; overfarming of the land; disease on a large scale and continuous war between city states.
th
In the early 16 century, the conquistadors arrived from Spain, led by Hernan Cortes. They conquered the
Aztecs and the remaining Mayan civilisation, before beginning to convert them to Christianity.

Concept: Power
These concepts should weave through all aspects of this topic.
For example:

 Why is it important to learn about the civilisations of the past? What can we learn from how people used
to live to help us live better lives today?

 What goods are traded within and between countries in the twenty-first century? How are these goods
transported? Compare and contrast.

 How are wars fought today? Why are they fought? Compare and contrast.
 What legacy would you like to leave behind at the end of your life? How would you want to be
remembered?

